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This erratum corrects a typographical error which appeared in Optica 6, 618 (2019). © 2020 Optical Society of America
under the terms of theOSAOpen Access Publishing Agreement
https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.392632
We found a typographical error in Eq. (7) in Ref. [1]. The variance
term was conditioned on the incorrect random variables, and
should be corrected as shown here:
σ̂ 2i ≡Var(y i |x
∗,X, Y)
=E[Var(y i |w, x∗,X, Y)] +Var(E[y i |w, x∗,X, Y])



































All notations remain the same as in the original paper [1]. The
first equality follows the law of total variance by conditioning on
w. The second equality then eliminates X, Y from the condition
because once conditioned on model weight w, the prediction y i no
longer depends on the training data pairs X, Y. All other claims and
conclusions remain unchanged.
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